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Abstract: Anchored in the ideas of
argumentation and building on the central
tenets of communicative action and deliberative
capacity, we develop a novel conceptualization
of disinformation as communication failure. Our
conceptualization adds a new dimension,
audience agency, that we operationalize as the
exercise of deliberative capacity by recipients
of (dis)information. To examine the veracity of
our model, we carry out an empirical
investigation that examines how individuals
assess reader comments on two news sites at
the extremes of the political spectrum. The
findings paint a complex picture of how
participants exercise deliberative capacity to
assess the authenticity of statements, and how
considerations of inclusivity influence their
efforts. We discuss the findings to enrich our
conceptualization of disinformation as
communication failure and place our findings in
relevant research streams. The paper
concludes by pointing out how our work opens
up new vistas for research, and new
possibilities to combat disinformation instead of
only doubling down on fact-checking.
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